
1. Introduction to CIMA 
What is management accounting? 

1. The use of accounting for management decision making, controlling, motivating (e.g. faculty 

mission statement) 

2. The effects of accounting on management 

3. Ways management account for themselves. How they report to board, employees, society. 

What are current issues in MA? 
 The most recent problems with MA as explained through research 

 Rethinking the practice of MA and the context in which it operates 

 Develop wisdom about organisational life. So you can better approach it as a student, worker, 

customer, manager etc. 

Introduction to perception (ontology) 
Ontology = the pre-language state of the mind.  

Philosophical problem 
Accounting, in the way it sees problems, is itself a problem. Accounting is constantly trying to objectify a 

reality that may be inherently subjective.  

 Selectively objectifies the seen objects (assets) and excludes others (intangibles) 

 Objectifies the relationships between objects in social reality 

o Profits = performance = the only true goal 

 Subjectivities (mental states) are influenced by the power of accounting’s objective/rational 

view of the world 

Accounting sees the world in a particular way – which has created its own hardship in use.  

Accounting creates reality 
Accounting creates as much as it perceives social reality.  

For example, seeing the world through the profit/loss can create efficient resource allocation but can 

also lead to opportunistic, exploitative behaviour and mentalities.  

What is ontology? 
 The most basic philosophical concept (foundational) 

 How do I see reality? What is my relationship with the world? 

 Ontology is the different ways I can see reality from Hard to Soft 

 We are rarely conscious of our ontological view 



Hard ontology (realism) 
Objective truth = truth is external to the observer. Truth exists independent of the observer, 

e.g. science. The goal is to create a model or theory that predicts reality.  

 

Medium ontology (social constructivism) 
Intersubjective truth = truth is agreed upon in a forum with participants, e.g. law. We 

understand through the language system – may not have personally experienced. Concerned with 

phenomena that is socially constructed.  

 

Softer ontology 
Subjective truth = reality is constituted within the person’s (the subject) mind. Many of our 

perceptions or truths are constituted (irrationally) from within the mind – from experience.  

Also what we look at can constitute, e.g. reading books can give us a simple way of approaching 

the world. We may lose touch of our creative capacities as well as not see other issues, like ethics in the 

situations we face.  

Ontology and accounting 
Ontological view Accounting 

Accounting within hard 
ontology (objective 
truth) 

Accounting information is objective truth. P&L and B/L contain 
scientifically measured facts about the value of different separable 
aspects of a business. Accounting numbers is the only ‘real’ ‘objective’ 
truth about companies. 

Accounting within 
medium ontology (inter-
subjective truth) 

Accounting is a generally accepted social truth. Accounting is a language 
or discourse which contains truths everyone subscribes to. The definition 
of accounting, its objectives, it techniques are continually changing 
Accounting is not objectively true but still has value, it lets me compare 
different companies, departments, employees. I know accounting could 
be inaccurate so I use it to complement other forms of information and 
knowledge. 

Accounting within a 
softer ontology 
(subjective truth) 

People who use accounting information are influenced by it. How do 
individuals (or I) make sense of accounting? How does accounting 
information change how I view the world? 
E.g. constant use of accounting may lead me to see other people as assets 



or commodities. 
I can see myself in terms of accounting numbers. Or I can use accounting 
(i.e. CSR reports) to persuade others and myself that I am ethical.  

 

2. Budgeting 
Definition of budgeting 
A budget is a detailed plan that shows the financial consequences of an organisation’s operating 

activities for a specific time period. Budgeting = most used and basic management accounting device.  

A budget is a planned set of financial statements (what it hopes to look like in the future). A budget is 

both a reflection of reality and an ideal reality. 

 Planning and resource allocation 

 Communication (of annual operating plan) – between departments 

 Coordination and control (over-implementation of strategy for current year)  

o Holding people accountable to budgets (meeting incentives) 

 Motivation – performance measurement (results control) 

Master budget 
The master budget is made up of a set of articulated budget schedules – it is interconnected. 

 Operational Budget schedules: 

o Sales 

o Production 
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 Financial budget schedules: 

o Inventory 

o Balance sheet 

o Income 

statement 
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 Changing volumes and price 

 Understand market demand 
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Budgets  
 These different budgets are used in the motivation and control of different organisational 

actors 



o Performance measurement system – for whom do they work? I.e. sales budget for sales 

teams, production budgets goal for staffing efficiency 

 Sales budgets are used to set targets for sales team in terms of price points and volume 

 Production budgets articulate production targets, optimal purchasing, capacity and staffing 

levels 

  Overhead product articulate optimal supervision and maintenance levels. 

o Used at a higher level – factory as a whole 

Functional problems (Hope and Fraser) 
 Focusing on unnecessary detail 

o Involves a lot of assumptions 

 Fear of command and control culture motivates dysfunctional behaviour and break down in 

‘corporate ethics’ 

o Makes people self-interested – more interested in meeting budget than maximising 

shareholder wealth 

 Fixation on budgets reduces response to market. (Although any preference of internal 

information over external information will do this) 

o Internally focused, focused on internal information and goals rather than external 

market 

 Narrow financial set of goals can lead to performative behaviour (i.e. managers manage 

numbers not business) 

Harvard’s Solution (Hope and Fraser) 
 Abolish budgets. 

 Replace budgets with something else that still motivates and measures. 

o Results control still works – albeit not in the form of budgets 

 Peer-to-peer benchmarking of KPIs. (Pit dept, people off against each other and against other 

companies). 

 Small teams exploiting local opportunities (rather than whole orgs) 

o Underpinned by belief in internal market system as a better way of managing a large 

company – focus on position within the market 

 No budgets mean less short-term commitments to the market and instead a focus on the 

position within the market. (No clarity on how investors would react to this) 

 This will save time (will it?) 

 Instead use customized KPI’s and rolling forecasts 

o Customised for each division/group (not determined by one person) 

Instead of using budgets, if you want to plan and coordinate use rolling forecasts – relies on more 

external information.  

 SIDENOTE – Rolling forecasts are created every 3 months for a period of 5-8 months in the 

future. There is no budget for actual comparison and only a few variables; sales, costs, capex. Each 



quarter all the most recent customer and economic data updates are forecast. There are no fixed profit 

targets or penalties for missing them, therefore no need for people to conduct dysfunctional behaviour 

(MB: how does it incentivize then?). The key difference is that forecasts are used as a guide or an aid to 

decision making, not about making every facet of organisational activity visible.  

MB: does dysfunctional behaviour come from budgets or does it come from being measured and 

rewarded/punished on the basis of simple numbers? 

Covaleski and Dirsmith 
Covaleski and Dirsmith introduce some really interesting ideas in their literature review titled ‘Political 

Perspectives of Budgeting.’ politics 

The budgeting process 
 A budget is a commonly recognised document that translates how $ will produce 

outcomes/objectives 

 Adds price tags to objectives 

 Record of choices made, sets a precedent 

o Talking about budgets as a tool of people 

o Demands an outcome for a price 

o Budgets are a constriction to big change in organisations (set on historical precedents) 

Why is budgeting political? 
 Scarcity of resources allocated is the mother of politics 

 Depts compete for funds = people and power. 

o Performance in relation to budget basis of promotion 

 Also contract between relations of hierarchical power. 

 Subordinates (‘Budgetees’) have power of local knowledge but superiors (‘Budgeters’) has 

hierarchical power 

o Budget allocation may depend on influence of department and case they put forward  

 Budgeting has a political intent. It can support, punish/starve, or build accountability 

o May have personal interest 

 In many organizations who is in charge is not clear cut. Specialist Doctors v Hospital managers. 

Professors v uni bureaucrats. Engineers v Utility managers 

o Who is more powerful than who? Budgets are very important in administrative people – 

budgets have built their power in organisations 

Specific parts of Covaleski and Dirsmith 
 p.195-6: Organizations are often chaotic and irrational. The existence of a budget can provide 

the image of rationality for stakeholders. 

 P.196: Budgets are useful in allocating responsibility/authority to individuals or sub-units. 

Manager can delegate components of the master budget to different divisions. 


